Abstract. Military conceptual model is the first layer of abstraction of real world military knowledge, it is the foundation of simulation system is established, and is an important method of the whole simulation system VV&A. This article is based on the AHP method to the aviation anti-submarine warfare, military conceptual model of expert validation method is studied.
Introduction
Aircraft taking off from the carrier, to complete the mission, the ship and transferred to the hangar and maintenance of this a series of actions involving numerous aircraft carrier aircraft security resources, how to rapid distribution security resources rationally, to more than aircraft security safeguards the rational planning of process, process, when the relationship between the combat effectiveness of aircraft carrier aircraft.
Military conceptual model is the first layer of abstraction of real world military knowledge, it is the foundation of simulation system is established, and is an important method of the whole simulation system VV&A. At the same time, the military conceptual modeling can improve the reuse of domain knowledge and authority, is the foundation of simulation system interoperability. This article is based on the AHP method to the aviation anti-submarine warfare, military conceptual model of expert validation method is studied.
The Quality Problem of the Military Conceptual Model
We know that the military conceptual model is an important part of the simulation system, but the military conceptual model is good or bad, right or not directly related to the simulation system is good or bad. good quality model, will eventually get users and experts confirmed that quality is bad model will not be confirmed. The same about the aviation anti-submarine warfare, military conceptual model.
Military conceptual model for the aviation anti-submarine warfare experts confirmed indicators are necessity, consistency, correctness, completeness, clarity, and so on.
Validity: aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model must be the same with the actual circumstances of the aviation anti-submarine warfare to, described in the content must be accurate, not inconsistent with the objective facts, otherwise it's meaningless to the military conceptual model.
Integrity: aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model must cover all parts of the aviation anti-submarine warfare. If neglect important operational process, said that the conceptual model does not meet the integrity.
Necessity: aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model describes the process must be concise, seize the key part of the aviation anti-submarine warfare, try to avoid irrelevant, spare parts, don't be too complicated, can't let the simulation technicians are difficult to read and understand.
"Correct" description of operational rules, the aviation anti-submarine operational rules of military conceptual model of each description must be authoritative, conform to the rules of the aviation anti-submarine warfare. Such as antisubmarine warfare aircraft take-off condition rule to the wind velocity, visibility, cloud height and so on, if the does not conform to that stipulated in the actual terms of antisubmarine warfare aircraft take-off or inappropriate, is considered not correct.
Aviation anti-submarine operational rules of military conceptual model described in the "integrity" and "necessity" and "consistency", "clarity" requirement, respectively is: "integrity" is a description of the aviation anti-submarine operational rules of military conceptual model is comprehensive, complete and not missing or forgotten some rules of anti-submarine warfare; "Necessity" is refers to the description of the rules to seize a key part of the aviation anti-submarine warfare as far as possible; "Consistency" is the description of the rules should be consistent with each other; "Clarity" refers to the description language is clear and easy to read.
The design of the aviation anti-submarine warfare, military conceptual model, and description of the process of operation, data requirements, operational background and so on. Their evaluation with the first two are from necessity, consistency, correctness, completeness, clarity.
Acknowledging the Aviation Anti-Submarine Warfare, Military Conceptual Model Based on AHP Method
Aviation Antisubmarine Assessment of Military Conceptual Model Hierarchy. In the application of AHP method to confirm the analysis, the first to streamline the problem of aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model, hierarchical, and construct a hierarchical structure model, the aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model of evaluation hierarchical structure. At the highest levels, that is, target layer, it should be the goal of the problem or as a result, the ideal for aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model, it should be a model of total confirmed; Rule of the middle layer is layer contains the goals involved in the intermediate links, for aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model, it should be all aspects of the implementation model of total confirmed degree, we can with the aviation anti-submarine build steps of military conceptual model (as described before) to assess. The middle layer is divided into resources, operational rules model description, description, the process of operation data requirements, other processes, etc., were expressed in 1 C Figure 1 . Aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model evaluation hierarchical structure Model Assessment and Consistency Check Of Judgment Matrix. According to the aviation anti-submarine warfare, military conceptual model to evaluate the level of structure to construct the rule layer, that is, to build the model of resources and operational rules of description, describes the process of operation, data requirements, relative to other process always confirm the degree of judgment matrix, consistency and calculate each factor weight finally. Judgment matrix is as follows: , the thought model resources, operational rules description, describes the process of operation, data requirements, relative to other process always confirm the degree of consistency of judgment matrix is acceptable, otherwise the judgment matrix should be amended.
Calculate the Total Weight and Total Sorts to Levels. Rule layer is calculated above factors model of resources and operational rules description, describes the process of operation, data requirements, other process always confirm the degree of weight relative to the target layer, we finally to get the program in the fully available, the basic of the program is available, some available and unavailable for the target layer always confirm the degree of weight, and sorting through scheme selection.
First calculate the plan relative to the layer of the four criteria layer configuration of resources, operational rules description, describes the process of operation, data requirements, other process of single frequency weighting:
,,, If finally come to meet our requirements, it will eventually get the panel's final confirmation, otherwise will not be confirmed
Example Analysis
On the basis of the above discussion, we come to, for example, analyses about the aviation anti-submarine warfare experts confirm method of military conceptual model. First model resources, operational rules description, describes the process of operation, data requirements, other process relative to the total confirmation of a judgment matrix. (1) the first is the four schemes for judging matrix model resources, because the plan of the four "unavailable" resources "" model of rule layer is not related, so the weight Calculation scheme layer relative to the total confirmation of total order weight. Set the aviation anti-submarine warfare military conceptual model of total confirm degree greater than 5 think model is available, otherwise we can't use, so, for example, model is available.
Conclusion
This article only on aviation anti-submarine military conceptual model to confirm the preliminary discussion, there is no rule of four schemes for the plan layer of layer configuration of resources, operational rules description, describes the process of operation, data requirements, total sorts of other process consistency check, remains to be further research and deepening.
